Huawei Twitter and Facebook February 12 – 13

1. Supercharge your daily routine to work smarter, not harder. tinyurl.com/unjfllob

2. Want a quick way to find everything you need on your #Huawei smartphone? Just swipe down on your screen! #EMUITIPS

3. Look into the future and what do you see? Mobile and #ICT technologies converging to unleash a bold new future. tinyurl.com/t44awod
Huawei USA Retweeted

Huawei © @Huawei - Feb 12
False allegations by US officials and the @WSJ against #Huawei of planting "backdoors" in mobile phone networks have been nothing but a smokescreen. Watch Huawei VP of Corporate Communications Karl Song deliver our response to the @bopanc "backdoor" story. #HuaweiNews @skybamako
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Huawei USA Retweeted
Huawei © @HuaweiUSA - Feb 12
Speed and accuracy are essential for every scanning app. With Huawei's Scan Kit, you're guaranteed automatic detection, magnification, and identification of 13 mainstream QR codes and barcodes from a distance.

Scan Kit
Provide the identification of global mainstream standard codes, helping developers build their own scanning scenarios.

Good recognition ability
Flexible access

Huawei USA Retweeted
Huawei © @Huawei - Feb 12
The Washington Post has exposed the blatant hypocrisy that exists in the unsubstantiated allegations by the US government and the @WSJ against #Huawei of covertly accessing mobile phone networks through "backdoors" designed for use by law enforcement. #HuaweiNews
It's almost Valentine's Day - have you bought flowers for the special person in your life? #Mate30Pro #SlowMo

Never miss a moment in the hustle and bustle of NYFW! Olivia Caputo captures her latest look. An edgy take on the pant suit, with the #P30Pro. Instagram.com/p/B8che_0Aspx/

Digital services are playing a bigger role in linking the global economy than ever before. Find out how global #AI chains are rewiring economic development. tinyurl.com/ugk97p3

Cheers to a successful Huawei Enterprise Partner Elite Training Camp! Take a look at the highlights. #EcosystemPartners

 Huawei Enterprise Partner Elite Training Camp Huawei Enterprise Partner Elite Training Camp for 2019 was successfully held recently. Watch the video and... youtube.com
HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA - 23h
One of the world’s 10 most valuable brands? It’s always an honor to see years of hard work pay off. @BrandFinance tinyurl.com/qsduo7e

BRAND FINANCE GLOBAL 500 2020
TOP 10 MOST VALUABLE BRAND
The first time in history that Huawei has entered Top 10 of the list

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA - Feb 13
In its ongoing campaign to discredit Huawei, Washington has used the @WSJ, reporter @bopanc, and U.S. National Security Advisor @robertcobrien to spread false information about “backdoors.” Get the facts on backdoors and other types of network access:

What’s a Backdoor
In its ongoing campaign to discredit Huawei, Washington has used The Wall Street Journal, its... youtube.com

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA - 18h
Change everything except your watch! #ExploreMore with colors and styles that suit every occasion on the #HuaweiWatchGT2.
Huawei USA Retweeted

Huawei @Huawei • 23h

Huawei respects GSMA's decision to cancel the Mobile World Congress Barcelona 2020. We appreciate all the effort that the organizer and the Spanish government have put into this event. For more details, please view our media statement. #MWC20 #HuaweiNews

Huawei Statement on MWC 2020 Cancellation

Huawei respects GSMA's decision to cancel the Mobile World Congress Barcelona 2020. We appreciate all the... h.huawei.com

---

Third-party testing, setting standards, secure networks, stand-out connectivity. These are Huawei's goals. Hear more from head of congressional state and local government affairs at Huawei Technologies USA, #DonMorrissey. https://tinyurl.com/urkybab

Donald Morrissey
HEAD OF CONGRESSIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES USA

follows years of work by the UK government,
Never miss a moment in the hustle and bustle of #NYFW! Olivia Caputo captures her latest look: an edgy take on the pant suit with the #P30Pro. [Instagram link]

In its ongoing campaign to discredit #Huawei, Washington has used The Wall Street Journal, its reporter Bojan Pancevski, and U.S. National Security Advisor Robert O'Brien to spread false information about "backdoors." Get the facts on backdoors and other types of network access here: [Link](https://tinyurl.com/vcc9ynm)
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Huawei was the top 5G smartphone vendor in 2019 | ZDNet
Samsung came in at a close second to its Chinese rival.

HuaweiUSA
@HuaweiUSA - Feb 14
Spread the love this #ValentinesDay and give the gift of staying connected.

IT'S ALL ABOUT CONNECTION.
#ValentinesDay

HuaweiUSA
@HuaweiUSA - Feb 14
Has globalization benefited the world? @dorotchoiT unpacks the conflicting sentiment around global growth and shares why #globalization might be the answer.

Achieving a Global Reach with a Local Perspective
Globalization has both costs and benefits. Here’s how Huawei manages a global reach with respecting local laws, customers, and ...

blog.huawei.com
We're pushing the limits of what is humanly possible with our AI-powered app, StorySign. Check out @MarketingWeekEd for a look at how the app has helped to raise awareness of deaf literacy issues so far.

Huawei created an app, StorySign, that used sign language to help children learn to read and helped boost perceptions of the brand. marketingweek.com

Huawei wants to bring the same sophisticated connectivity and security to the U.S. that it deploys around the world. #DonMorrissey shares how the recent UK decision shows the importance of setting universal standards and transparency rules.

Cooperation and Testing are the Keys to Successful C...

Don Morrissey, head of congressional state and local government affairs at Huawei Technologies USA. youtube.com

In a world where access to resources and infrastructure is limited, there's #RuralStar. Take a look at how Huawei is developing new ways to provide affordable cellular service to children and teachers in unconnected regions.
Why should a company undergo #digitaltransformation? Tao Jingwen shares the insights he gained from managing Huawei's digital vision.

[tinyurl.com/sfhr4kz](tinyurl.com/sfhr4kz)

Traditional culture collides with modern technology thanks to the power and support of 5G phones like the Huawei #Mate30Pro. See how.

[tinyurl.com/Vnbhp4v](tinyurl.com/Vnbhp4v)

What earned the #MateBookD15 a 5/5 star review from @stuffTV? The stylish design, stunning screen and impressive power had something to do with it.

[Huawei MateBook D 15](Huawei MateBook D 15)
Perfect for students and entry level work.

[stuff.tv](stuff.tv)

The U.S. Department of Justice's new charges against #Huawei are based on resolved civil disputes from the last 20 years. Attacking us will not help the U.S. stay ahead of the competition. We believe that the court will make a fair ruling based on facts & evidence. #HuaweiNews

[Media Statement on U.S. Justice Department indictment](www.huawei.com)
"The Huawei Mate 30 Pro passes durability tests with flying colors." Take a look at how our hardware holds up on AndroidHeadline.

Huawei Mate 30 Pro Proves Its Durability In A Series Of Tests
The Huawei Mate 30 Pro did great in JerryRigEverything’s durability test. As per usual, a durability test was published on JerryRigEverything’s...
androidheadlines.com

Data is the currency of the IntelligentEra. But will the environment end up paying the price? What’s to be done for better power efficiency? Find out more here. tinyurl.com/ry6hrfd

Ever wonder how you can use every app in multi-view? Read tips from Huawei consumers to discover how. tinyurl.com/tjd6va2

Use Every App in Multi-View
Better connectivity can improve home life, work life & health. Huawei wants to bring that to customers around the world. #DonMorrissey explains how collaboration made it possible in the UK & could set the framework for collaborations in the U.S. & beyond. tinyurl.com/urlybab

It's all about giving back. Thank you to partners like @SupplyBank who do it every day. #KindnessStartsWithOne

When time isn't on your side, you can rely on the exceptional speed of the Mate30Pro 5G. tinyurl.com/tbf3pqy
Don’t miss @Andy_Purdy at @rsaconference next week! He’ll be shedding light on supply chain risk and the lessons he’s learned. tinyurl.com/xvenw55

How to Reduce Supply Chain Risk: Lessons from Efforts to Block Huawei Technologies USA

Andy Purdy, CSO Huawei
RSA CONFERENCE | FEBRUARY 26, 2020

Check out some tips on how to customize your Huawei phone display to best suit your needs. tinyurl.com/uj7ucss

3 Ways to Customize Your Icons

Americans will be hurt more if the U.S. government continues to reject Huawei, says Huawei Chief Security Officer Andy Purdy. bloom.bg/37cHy9

HUAWEI HIT WITH RACKETEERING CHARGE
Huawei USA
February 14 at 9:40 AM

Let's have a heart-to-heart. ♥ #ValentinesDay

IT'S ALL ABOUT CONNECTION.
#ValentinesDay

---

Huawei USA
February 14 at 11:58 AM

Have you heard of #glocalization? #MichaelDortch breaks down the strategy used by Huawei to make sure every region is being best served. https://tinyurl.com/thzm2f7

---

BLOG.HUAWEI.COM

Achieving a Global Reach with a Local Perspective

Globalization has both costs and benefits. Here's how Huawei manages...
Huawei USA
February 15 at 1:00 PM

Huawei is committed to ensuring the world is digitally connected for access to all necessary resources. https://tinyurl.com/recnoll

Kindness inspires kindness. #KindnessStartsWithOne

Around 17 million children across the globe don't have access to education. Nigeria alone is home to 12 million. Access to resources and infrastructure is needed, so Huawei is developing new ways to connect these children to the resources they need.
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#KindnessStartsWithOne
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